Do windy days put a hold on your spray operations? The SDI Windbreaker 2000 Shielded Spray Boom offers you the ability to spray at those times you are unable to use a conventional spray boom because of wind or potential drift problems. The 15 foot wide spray boom has three individual floating sections that maintain a consistent spray height over undulating terrain.

Standard Features Include:

- The 3 section floating design has gauge wheels that adjust to maintain a consistent boom height.
- The wing sections have bi-directional breakaways that also fold up for transport or forward for storage.
Standard Features continued:

- The strong and lightweight custom molded fiberglass shields and flexible spray skirt provide a drift free spray application.

- The Non-trailing design means that the entire boom is carried by sprayer in the non-spray transport mode. When spraying, all three sections ride on gauge wheels.

- Using a dry boom design, each section has 3 single nozzles on 20 inch centers for a total of 9 nozzles on the boom with TP8003VP spray tips.

- The Windbreaker 2000 is constructed from rugged, welded steel tubing for strength and then epoxy coated for a long service life.

- Mounts easily to any SDI sprayer.

- Lightweight - only 255 pounds.

- OPTIONS - Hydraulic/Electric Lift Actuator Kits for the wing sections & center section. Also a Wilger Tip Monitor is available to give you a visual reference on the nozzles under the hood.